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1. Plan out your next ‘work’ week 

 

Using the following diary page as an example, plan how you intend to spend your time for the 

coming week.  Work out what you need to do within each day and try to put your tasks into hourly 

time slots. 

 

REMEMBER: Effective planning will not only help you to get what you need to do, done, it will also 

help you to find out where your problems may lie with your time management, when you do your 

analysis. 

 

When you fail to plan, you plan to fail! 

 

Review your plan using the Task Priority Matrix 

 

Review your tasks against the Task Priority Matrix (refer to Fact Sheet) to get a feel for which 

quadrants you plan to spend your time in.  The aim is to spend as much time as possible in Quadrant 

2 (planning, productive work) and as little as possible in Quadrant 4. 
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2. Take a time audit for the week  

 

As you move through each day, write down everything you do each hour (refer to the Time Log 

Template). Be specific and give as much detail as you can in the hourly time slots.  You could print 

out a calendar template from Outlook Calendar to use as your time audit sheet.  The more detail you 

put into this document, the greater the opportunity for you to create some key learnings as to where 

your time is being spent and why.   

 

3. Analysing your Time Audit  

 

Once you have completed the time audit you need to begin analysing where you spent your time, in 

terms of the quadrants.  

 

Remember the definitions: 

 

• Urgent Tasks - those tasks requiring immediate attention.  Action is required right now.  With 

these tasks we are ‘reacting’ to a situation, so there is less time for planning to see how the 

task fits with your goals.   

 

• Important Tasks – these are not urgent tasks as they don’t have to be dealt with straight away.  

These tasks are more about opportunities, using your initiative, planning and finding ways to 

be proactive. These activities generally have an outcome that leads to the achievement of your 

goals.  

 

To help analyse your time, you need to copy the items from your Time Audit document into the blank 

Task Priority Matrix (below) and place them in the appropriate quadrant.  

 

Alternatively, you could assign different coloured highlighter pens for each of the four quadrants and 

colour your actual Time Audit sheet according to where you spent your time. 

 

The colour coding will paint a picture for you instantly.   

 

For a further visual, transfer all the Quadrant One items into the Quadrant One box and repeat for 

the other three quadrants. Please note that you may have some challenges determining which 

quadrant some items should be placed in.   

 

Not Important items are often a challenge because we often think everything is important!  In this 

model it means that it is ‘not important’ in relation to achieving your own goals, responsibilities, and 

commitments. 
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4. Analyse the Quadrants 

 

When you take a step back, what do you see?  What are your observations about where you are 

spending your time? 

 

Here are some more specific questions to ask about items in each of the quadrants: 

 

Quadrant 1 – Urgent and Important 

 

• Which of these activities were ones that were unforeseeable? 

• Which ones were there because you left things to the last minute?  

• Is there a link between time spent in Quadrant 1, your stress levels and lack of balance 

between work and play? 

 

Quadrant 2 - Not Urgent but Important 

 

• How many of your activities were linked to your goals? 

• Did these Quadrant 2 activities take you longer than you expected? 

• If you are spending a great deal of time in this quadrant, can you equate that to a feeling that 

you are fulfilling your goals, progressing your career, saving you time? 

 

Quadrant 3 – Urgent but Not Important 

 

• What type of things were these Quadrant 3 activities? 

• What work didn’t get done because you were doing these Quadrant 3 activities? 

• Who else could do these tasks besides you? 

• Whose responsibility was it to do some of these tasks? 

• What will it cost you if you keep doing Quadrant 3 activities? 

• Do you find it difficult to say ‘no’ to others and their requests at times? How could you do this 

more often? 

 

Quadrant 4 - Not Important and Not Urgent 

 

• What type of activities are these – can these be linked to anything else going on for you?  For 

example are you very tired, so doing the important tasks seems overwhelming and therefore 

you procrastinate by spending time here? 

• What message could it send to others if they see you doing Quadrant 4 activities for the 

majority of your time? 
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Summary 

 

It is one thing to improve your time management as an individual by doing this process, but what you may 

find is that it will uncover some issues that may be connected to the strategic direction of your business (or 

lack of) and the culture of your team.  So maybe try to use this process with your team to help them to 

create a clear understanding of the direction you need them to go in, so they are the most productive they 

can be and reach all the necessary goals. 

 

If there is good strategic direction and planning done by you and others (time spent in Quadrant 2) this will 

drive the achievement of goals and reduce the reactive work (Quadrant 1) which causes stress and 

pressure. 

 

By committing some time to analysing your time management you can create change.   

 

For things to change, first I must change. 

 


